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Introduction

The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa's
PubUc Administration, Human Resources and Social
Development Division, the Institute for African Alternatives
(IFAA) and the Reconstruction and Development Programme
National office jointly organised a workshop on Enhancing
Dialogue, Cooperation and Interface Between the Government
and People's Organisations in South Africa" from 08 - 09 July
1995. This workshop was supported by Friedrich Ebert Stiftung
(FES) and the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa
(UNECA). The workshop was attended by 33 participants drawn
from Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) offices
in provinces, Community Development Forums (CDFs) and
Local Development Forums (LDFs). The perspectives of the
RDP National Office were presented at the Workshop, as well as
case studies from three provinces and the views of labour, civics
and academics. The decision to organise the workshop on the
prospects for people-driven development in South Africa
stemmed from the recognition that after 15 months of
participatory democracy, the newly developed RDP office has
had limited success in achieving its objectives. The shift from
resistance to reconstruction has clearly created a political terrain
which both those on the inside and outside of government have
to adjust to. Building and maintaining a dynamic civil society
requires a focussed effort from both government and popular
organisations. However, whilst it is accepted that the active
participation of community structures is an essential component
in setting priorities, an emerging issue within South Africa is the
extent to which consultation and participation are blocking RDP
delivery. While community consultation in government projects
is now commonplace, grassroots structures and government are
generally not working together yet, in planning and formUlating
development programmes.

The problems associated with RDP delivery are visible on
two levels: the lack of coordination at government level and the
growing community disillusionment with the RDP. One of the
stated goals of the RDP ministry is IIleveraging" reprioritisation



in the national budget in key industries, however, this institute is
having limited success as a result of a lack of coordination
between various ministries. The inter departmental committees
initiated by the RDP for improving RDP coordination are
currently not effective at overcoming this public administration
problem of horizontal government coordination.
"".

Furthermore, the old bureaucracy remains intact and as
'such the focus of the new administration on its internal
restructuring is becoming a blockage to social upliftment.
Government performance on "parncipatlon" has been retarded
by a focus on internal problems. Effective links with civil society
are taking a backseat to the job of effective governance. setting
up proper administrative systems, strategic planning and
rationalising disparate pieces of old bureaucracies.

II Objectives of the Workshop

The objective of the workshop was to create a modem of
discussion between government and community organisations
about the participation on popular development organization in
the implementation of RDP. In the aftermath of the conference,
the RDP National Office will act as a conduit through which
views expressed by popular organisations at the workshop will
be represented in government. -

The Workshop sought to:

• facilitate debate between key government
representatives and mass-based organisations by
reflecting on the state of government popular
development organisations/NGOs relations in
South Africa;

• to examine the different modaJities of interaction
that popular development organisations/NGOs
have had with the government;

• to elaborate on the modalities for enhancing
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dialogue and cooperation between policy makers
and implementors on the one hand and people's
organisations/NGO on the other; and

• to identify measures needed to create a climate of
trust, openness and increasing opportunity for
interaction and dialogue between government and
popular development organisations and NGOs.

III Substantive Sessions

Session I: Plenary: Overview of Current
Experiences of Popular Participation
in Reconstruction and Development
Programme

Session I of the conference was officially opened by Ms.
Darlene Miller, the Director of the Institute for African
Alternatives. Ms. Miller welcomed the delegates and outlined
the intention of the workshop as well as the political
circumstances in which the workshop was happening.

In the keynote address, Mr. Frank Mein~ies of the RDP
National Office introduced the Reconstruction and Development
Programme (RDP) as a long-term vision for sustainable
development and a strategy to address existing inequalities,
while simultaneously confronting ongoing challenges. The input
consisted of a component regarding the RDP as a programme
and thereafter a discussion of the issue of involving organised
communities. Mr. Meinijies explained that although it is
general1y considered more critical to address immediate needs
than to fulfil the long-term vision of the RDP, in reality,
transforming government spending and departments will take
time and given the type of social problems on all-embracing
strategy is needed. Mr. Meintjies stated that the process itself is
difficult as South Africa is a complex society in terms of the
Human Development Index. While the standard of living of the
average white South Africans is equivalent to Canada. black
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South Africans can be compared to the Congo. Furthermore,
the nine provinces differ in terms of prioritisation, as do rural and
urban areas. Therefore, coordinated strategies are necessary.
Mr. Meintjies highlighted areas where delivery had taken place
thus far namely land restitution and redistribution, the primary
school nutrition programme, clinic building programme, free
health services and urban renewal.

The speech was underpinned by the implicit realisation
that AD? delivery has been slow and in order to resolve the
blockages in the system, a critical evaluation of the role of the
government and civil society was required. Meintjies argued that
a misconception exists at public level regarding the role of the
RDP office in terms of delivery. Contrary to the general
understanding, the RDP does not deliver per se, instead there
is a need to focus on the RDP fund allocating departments and
question these departments in terms of whether resources are
being transformed into basic needs. Social ministries also need
to be accountable for ADP delivery. Mr. Meintjies acknowledged
that a number of problems exist within government including the
fact that the government has failed to re prioritise resource
allocation and the bUdget continues to be spent on salaries and
staffing. RDP delivery remains behind schedule and the
problems experienced by the government are logistical,
management and structural. The government therefore has to
grapple with the question of how to change the budget such that
resources are combined with existing resources to develop
projects.

The RDP was borne out of an understanding that
development needs to be people-driven and social partnerships
are important aspects. However, blockages in delivery have
emerged which raises the question of whether civil society is
engaging actively in the process at aJllevels. The structural and
institutional problems that exist are intensified by the fact that
popular participation has receded. In order to make RDP
delivery effective. there needs to be a thrust at local and
provincial levels and CDFs and LDFs are the main point of
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development planning at local levels. The critical issue that
emerges is the nature of the relationship between development
forums, local governments and provincial government. Frank
Meinijies also raised issues for discussion by the participants
regarding resourcing: Who will initiate and sustain structures
and in what way can local structures realistically impact on
development planning?

The government perspective on the RDP was followed by
an overview of current experiences by civil society and
representatives of the RDP Standing Committees in the Eastern
Transvaal, Gauteng and the Western Cape. A further
component was added to the discussion by a presentation by
Alroy Dirks of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
regarding Small. Macro and Micro Enterprises (SMMEs) and
their role in popular participation.

Phillip Walker of the Eastern Transvaal Interim Steering
Committee! RDP Planning Forum and NGO - NETHWORC
Bushbuckridge, provided a case study of the rural province of
Eastern Transvaal. Walker introduced the experiences of the
Eastern Transvaal as a means of illustrating the strategy used
for the formation of a unified civil society structure. He argued
that in order to attain a united civil society resembling a social
movement, structures needed to be open and flexible to ensure
that the consultative process is effective and directly empowers
communities. Walker noted that the consultation approach in
Eastern Transvaal began in 1994. Although the initial
participants were activists, other members of civil society
became increasingly participative in the workshops. By
December 1994, an interim steering committee had been
established. The approach of the Eastern Transvaal was
bottom-up and in practical terms the successful areas were
those where people had gone through a wide consultative
process. NGOs in the area also participated and sustained the
process through making resources available. as well as assisted
in information dissemination. Walker outlined the steps taken to
ensure the establishment of representative community
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structures. Divergent interest groups in the area (Indunas, Civic,
ANC) were identified and consulted and also requested to send
representatives to the structures to ensure an inclusive process.
As the process unfolded local people became increasingly
involved and the profile of the planning forum changed
dramatically to be more representative.

Walker stated that albeit that the development process in
Eastern Transvaal had been fairly representative of the
community, a number of concerns remained in the area namely:

• developing sufficient institutions for interaction
between civil society and government;

• linkage between civil society and government and
implementation; and,

• assistance is required to maintain RDP projects.

Drawing on local experiences, he made the following
recommendations:

• the employment of an RDP coordinator;
• amendment to the Local Government Transition

Act;
• the question of the legitimate representation of

community interests and the need for government
resourcing to ensure the participation of common
people in the process; and

• capacity building is the mainstay of the
sustainable process as people need to be trained
to ensure the maximum participation and
contribution to the ADP projects.

Steve Nhlapo of the NUMSA local and Cosatu (Congress
of South African Trade Unions) coordinator in Alexandria in
Gauteng provided the input for labour's concerns with the RDP
and its lack of delivery. Mr. Nhlapo, commenting on experiences
in Alexandria and Ivory Park. argued that township workers see
the RDP as a project to deliver basic needs and to alleviate
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poverty. The finer details are generally not known. He also
argued that an emerging problem in his experience is the role of
primary and secondary stakeholders. At present, the majority of
structures are dominated by NGOs. This is problematic as
NGOs themselves are secondary stakeholders and have no
constituency. He suggested that NGOs need to be involved
strictly in an advisory capacity, not in key-role decision making.
Primary stakeholders such as Parent Teachers Association
(PTA) and Congress of South African Students (COSAS) are
currently not involved. Issues obstructing the participation
process include the fact that meetings are held during the day
when workers cannot become involved and there is insufficient
time allocated for declsion-makinq, as it is difficult to assemble
all stakeholders in a short period of time. The structures
themselves are monopolised by the same individuals - such that
diverse interest groups (for example hostel dwellers and shack
dwellers) are not represented. He added that in some
circumstances as a consequence of internal dynamics, only
certain interests groups will become involved in the area. In
addition, he stated that the improvement of the economy is a
key focus of the RDP, but government must not lose sight of the
fact that workers need to be directly involved in decision-making
and basic needs.

Lucky Montana of the Western Cape presented the
Western Cape's experience with the RDP and introduced a
critical theoretical framework within which to localise the
paradigm. Montana asserted that although the government had
stated its commitment to people-driven development, the socio
economic context within which development is occurring is being
disregarded. Forums, according to Montana, need to deal with
the underlying dynamics and differences within society.
Furthermorel the process of implementing people-driven
development is essentially a political choice in response to the
Neo-liberal failures of the 1970s and 1980 and dictates a
bottom-up approach. He pointed out that in South Africa there
is a democratic inheritance and the RDP needs to be
implemented in a manner which is consistent with the
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experiences of individuals. There are two considerations in the
question of the development process namely: the setting of
priorities and allocation of resources, both of which are political
not technical issues. These processes require the continuous
intervention of communities.

Mr. Montana explained that local Reconstruction and
Development Forums (RDFs) in the Western Cape act as
vehicles through which communities are able to identify priorities
prior to bringing together role players. There are currently 80
established RDFs and 39 interim councils in the Western Cape.
In a number of communities there were existing democratic
structures in place which were utilised to facilitate the
development and consultation process. These structures have
now been adopted as community structures. A defect visible
within the governmentstrategy of initiating community structures
lies in the fact that forums themselves have not been discussed
in a strategic way. Therefore. the internal dynamics within civil
society have not been directly addressed and these competing
interestshavemanifestedthemselves in the tenuous relationship
between RDFs and Transitional Local Councils (TLCs). RDFs
see themselves as alternatives to TLCs, while TLCs are
threatened by the likelihood of LDFs usurping their roles. In
addition. a problem experienced in the Western Cape is that
dynamics within the forums themselves have emanated in a
quest for resources and political power. A criticaJ issue raised
by Montana was the necessity to create a framework which
gives people a direct link with government - the final objective
being to create an enabling environment.

Alroy Dirks of the Department of Trade and Industry
broadened the scope of debate at the conference by discussing
the Small Medium and Micro Enterprises (SMME) project
formulated by the government to institute popular participation
in policy shaping. This discussion was instrumental in eliciting
debate around the issue of coordination within the national
government offices as well illustrating the contribution of
government departments, other than the RDP, to community
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economic empowerment. Dirks noted that the previous
government did nothing to provide state support to SMMEs and
as such there had been a need to rethink SMMEs by focusing
on redistribution and popular participation. Trevor Manual
(Minister of Trade and Industry) began a process of consultation
which emanated in a 49 page document, the first of many
documents. The DTI recognised that the success of the project
hinged on the continuous and broad debate amongst formal and
informal groups. During a three month period. 60 workshops
were held and the policy was established with "critical realism II.

A number of conferences were held and group leaders were
asked to distil comments into a single document. In the
aftermath of the conference, information was disseminated to
establish active support for the projects and popular
participation. The consequences of the decision-making process
and community interaction in decision making was outlined by
Dirks as the following;

• to dampen the expectations and demands put to
government;

• to motivate people to help themselves;
• to contribute to the changing mindset in South

Africa with regard to SMMEs; and
• to allow entrepreneurs move closer to the central

debates.

During the discussion period delegates agreed that it was
imperative to identify the blockages in delivery and a plethora of
questions, and, recommendations were proposed by
participants. Points that were made included the fact that there
was too much focus on the broader political context rather than
on improving the specific operations of community-based
development forums. One participant commented that the time
for workshops was over and practical solutions with communities
prioritising projects was essential. The role of the government
was a highly debated issue. Some participants argued that the
state needed to assume responsibility for delivery regardless of
the social compact and the extent of popular participation. An
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alternative position advocated by delegates, was that structures
have a critical role to play in the development process and
cannot wait for government. Participants added that these
discussions regarding community participation are redundant if
there continues to be a lack of transformation within the state.
The critical logjam is that the transformation of the state is too
slow and the unlocking of resources outside of the state is not
happening.

Questions raised in Session I of the Workshop included:
Is the process being held up by a lack of resources or is there
a lack of participation? Are the newly formed forums blocking the
process or is the reconstitution of mass based organisations
underway? Is the monopolisation of individuals the structures
representative of the de politicisation and demobilisation of our
political society? An additional key debate was what is the role
of the state? Should the role of the South African state be
downgraded?

Session II: Small Group Discussion

Workshop participantswere divided intotwo commissions
for Session II. Each commission discussed key problem areas
associated with popular participation. drawing upon the
information presented in Session I as well as local experiences.
The objectives of the commissions was to propose
recommendations and deliberations in a bid to clarify and
resolve areas of concerns as expressed by both government
representativesand communitybasedorganisations. The nature
of civil society institutions and structures emerged in both
commissions. It was argued that defined institutions needed to
be established between LDFs, CDFs, local government and
provincial government without restricting the political and
organisational spaces of the CDFs or LDFs. Ideally, the formal
institutionalisationof grassroots involvement in the development
process was needed. An important part of the concern
regarding the structural arrangement of civil society was the
question of who establishedforums. Although it was agreed that
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in most cases the initiative came from the government. in some
areas communities had formed their own forums. Civil society
was recognised as an inherently conflictual entity and largely
within this context CDFs are dominated by one or more interest
groups.

The Commissions recommended that a coordinated
process between government and civil society was needed to
facilitate the delivery of services. A commitment from
government. especially at local level. was required to provide
resources for community-based structures. These structures in
turn needed to be fully constituted in order to make resourcing
feasible. Through the formal institution of the grassroots
involvement of civil society institutions it was argued that
partnerships could be created between institutions and
government. Participants agreed that LDFs should be facilitators
(target funding in such a way that funds reached the
disadvantaged communities) and not accountable for delivery as
it was the government's responsibility to play an enabling role in
grassroots delivery. The CDFs and LDFs should be empowered
in terms of traininq and management programmes and access
to resources to ensure the proper prioritisation of projects.
Efficient delivery was seen to be blocked by the duplication
within government departments of projects which would be
better serviced through inclusiveness via LDFs and CDFs. This
duplication often results in a plethora of overlapping committees
in a community.

Delegates questioned why RDP Commissions did not
enjoy Ministerial status and argued that this inhibited the offices'
capacity to make an impact. The participants recommended that
RDP offices needed a more direct and significant say in
determining budgets.

The Commissions also advanced recommendations for
SMME projects namely to ensure that there are provincial
SMME strategies and local authorities are involved in the
implementation. SMMEs should promote human resource
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development. distinguish between formal and informal
businesses and design modular training programmes for small
business entrepreneurs. The government must provide capacity
and other support for SMMEs, ensure loan repayments are
sustainable for SMMEsl and simplify procedures for access to
funds. The Commissions insisted that SMME strategies must be
re-distributive in their impact and must not undermine the
interests of labour.

Session III: Discussion of Representation of People's
Organization in RDP

Professor Alf Stadler of the University of the
Witwatersrand Political Studies Department, introduced a
theoreticat component to the workshop by evaluating the two
theories of democracy - representative and participatory. Stadler
provided a framework within which to evaluate the strengths and
limitations of participatory theory and its usefulness as a strategy
for the RDP. According to definition, participatory democracy
envisages a body of active citizens who take a direct part in the
process and determine the outcome of political decision-making
a democratic environment, whereas in representative democracy
the government is responsive to but not controlled by citizens.
He explained that both theories of democratic participation
acknowledge the importance of the political education of citizens
stating citizen involvement on a local level was essential to
ensure that citizens acquire the efficacy to participate in national
government. Representative and participatory democracy differ
in terms of the implementation of political efficacy. The term
efficacy in this context is the process of evaluating why certain
people in society are politically active while _others are
marginalised. Participatory theory advocate that efficacy should
be widely experienced by citizens, while representative theorists
argue that efficacy should be inculcated in a minority of
representatives and political managers. Stadler further
addressed "Does participation raise consciousness?"
Participatory theorists argue that representative democracy does
not allow citizens to discover their real interests, while
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participatory democracy leads to an acute awareness. He
disputed this contention arguing that citizens are more interested
in parochial matters than larger national issues and further
disagreed with the argument that representative democratic
institutions have reinforced the prevailing structures of power in
society. At the same time, he highlighted that in those countries
where strong left wing parties and trade unions have been
influential, the degree of inequality has decreased. "The crucial
factor has been strong socialist parties acting within a
democratic framework". The professor also argued that
participatory democracy neglects the importance of political
organisation as a means of advancing working class interests.
In democratic states, organised numbers are the most important
challenging power to organised powers of wealth. He added
that participatory democracy tends to overestimate the impact 01
the parochial and local political arena in facilitating the
expansion of the broader political efficiency level. Local politics
is also susceptible to the "tyranny of local elites, of patron
clientelism and corruption, specially in poor communities".
Stadler concluded that "ln sum I believe Paul Hirst was right
when he suggested that direct democracy should not be
despised, but that it should be recognised as a subordinate
system of government within a larger political whole."

Stadler argued that the RDP entailed a contradiction
between social change and social stability. RDP projects cause
conflict due to friction between local groups over access to
resources. A further weakness of the project, according to the
Professor, is that there has been an emphasis on participation
in administrative spheres, with no strong reference to formal
political structures where citizens take control. Furthermore, the
focus on working class issues have diminished. The application
of democratic theory to South Africa is retarded as there are no
clearly defined structures for participation. The participants
agreed with Stadler that the majority of South Africans have no
direct access to government and as such there is a need to
investigate joint decision-making between government and civil
society. In addition., consultation needs to be linked to tangible
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projects. It is imperative that there is a continuum from
consultation to delivery. One participant raised the issue of
power relations within marginalised communities and argued that
movements needed to playa role as processes underway were
not linked to social transformation. While some delegates
argued that the emphasis of people-centred development was
maintaining the link between political and social transformation,
other delegates proposed that the focus on action needs to be
superseded by ensuring that structures are in place and the
urban/rural problem is addressed

Session IV: Panel Discussion

Session IV began with an input outlining the general view
of the RDP National Office and was presented by Frank
Mein~ies. Five important considerations spearheaded the
recommendations of the RDP National Office in response to
earlier discussion points. These recommendations were
formulated with a realistic understanding of the capacity of the
RDP National Offices. Mein~ies argued that development
forums should be all inclusive and should be initiated either by
the government or communities themselves. LDFs and CDFs
are an intrinsic part of the development process, however, in
order to sustain these structures running costs can come from
a variety of sources including donors, local government, local
resources. The funding aspect should be geared towards
development through the National Development Agency and
Project Preparation Facility located in the RDP offices in
provinces. Community programmes should be funded through
local government or by the province. He also suggested that
difficulties encountered within communities are possibly as a
result of power playing.

George Door outlined the general position of the South
African National Civic Organisation (SANCO) with regard to the
RDP as well the organisation's understanding of the community
driven process within a South African context. Door expressed
the view that although the notion of a community-driven RDP is
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a key concept in South Africa, it fails to indicate how principals
and goals are to be implemented. In the initial phases of
discussions SANCa had argued for the formation of CDFs as
well as insisted that GDFs should be directly responsible for
decision-making around project implementation. In order to
facilitate this capacity-building and start to create employment
and projects themselves, SANGa had advocated that CDFs
needed to be in a position of accessing resources.

Door commented that community structures and the idea
of forums have been taken on board at a local level which is a
positive move forward, however. the process is being
complicated by the lack of a clear coordinated perspective. It is
critical for national government to construct a synthesised policy
as the current confusion has resulted in the establishment of a
myriad of parallel structures. The process of delivery needs to
be started by delivering the correct community approach and it
is up to the government to push for appropriate structures.

He expressed concern on a number of issues; first, that
the government is by-passing structures such as SANGa and
going straight to communities and secondly that there is also a
tendency within government to focus resources on hard
development, while running costs and capacity bUilding are
marginalised. The need to strengthen civil society is critical as
institutions such as SANCa are struggling due to a lack of
resources. International funders are working directly with
government and this has necessitated the establishment of a
National Development Agency to act as a conduit for resources.
Commitment from the government is essential.

After the views of the various civil society organisations
were presented, Dr. Fred Obeng of the University of the
Witwatersrand Economic Department acted as a discussant for
the question of "How are resources allocatedl How should
resources be allocated?"

Dr Obeng introduced the session by posing a number of
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thought provoking questions to be addressed by delegates.
Obeng emphasised the need to look at economic practicalities
in conjunction with participation due to the link between
decentralisation and human development. Obeng raised issues
including:

• To what extent does people-centred development
promote or constrain development?

• To what extent do communities have a better
ability to tax than government? What prqects are
people interested in?

• Have resources been allocated to CDFs for which
they are not suited?

• Does a lack of technical expertise exist at local
level?

• What is the capacity of grassroots to maintain a
project over time?

• Establish what best can be done at central,
provincial, local and regional level

• How do local group prioritise resources and what
means do you adopt to ensure structures are able
to make allocative decisions?

• How are resources allocated? How do you
democratise the process?

• What criteria is used?

Issues that were raised as a result of Obeng's questions
reflected the existing trends at the conference. It was re-iterated
that there is a need to establish a non-contradictory way of
addressing the issues. Delegates agreed that the transition
period has created problems within government and each
department is responding to transition in different ways. The
process is further complicated by the government's distrust of
communities. Because there is a lack of available resources at
provincial level and the national RDP office is complicated and
technocratic, it was suggested that there is a need to build the
capacity of the RDP office and ministers. Participants also
recommended that a process of accreditation be used as a
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mechanism to access funds. No reconstruction can take place
without institutions. there is therefore a need to re-address
institutionalisation. Communities must create priorities (i.e.)
deciding on the structure of the budget. All players need to look
at the post-establishment period - what is the way forward after
the establishment of LDF forums.

IV Conclusion

At the outcome of the conference. participants made
recommendations regarding factors necessary to ensure popular
participation in decision-making with reference to the RDP:

• Consultation must happen with delivery;
• There must be an unlocking of resources;
• Clear priorities must be established in rural and

urban areas;
• There is a lack of coordination within government;
• A need to empower the RDP at all levels (What

form is local government going to take?)
• Unravelling the relationship with local government;
• Resources for running costs need to be directly

available to community organisations to enable
functioning;

• There needs to be an effective constitution of
structures at a community level. Internal division
will block the process;

• There is a need to identify the blockages;
• Parliamentary structures need to be accountable

to the public; and
• Parliamentarians and politicians need to be

mobilised for a participatory approach.

Participants recommended a follow-up Workshop. IFAA
and the RDP National Office have initiated a research project
which will include a 1 day workshop in November at which a
progress report will be submitted. In February 1996, IFAA will
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submit a Research Report debating field experiences. A
workshop reference group comprised of volunteers from the
various provinces was established to oversee the workshop
follow-up. to act as a reference group for future workshops and
to assist in the dissemination of information. A suggestion for
the ensuing conferences were that other mass-based
organisations needed to be included in discussions as well as
the alliance structures and the workshop must be seen to be
strengthening existing ideas proposed by communities.
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Speech by Mr. Alf Stadler

PARTICIPATORY AND REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY

Theories of participatory democracy envisage a body of
active citizens who take direct part in the process, and
determine the outcome, of political decision-making in
democracy. Such theories challenge the theory and practice of
representative democracy in which the citizen's role is limited to
voting periodically for persons and parties whose policies they
prefer. Citizens have no control over representatives except to
vote for different candidates in the next election. In the theory
of representative democracy citizens act periodically and
intermittently. By contrast in participatory democratic theory
citizens ought to be continuously and intimately involved in
politics.

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE CITIZENS

There is a great deal of debate about the relative
strengths and limitations of these two ideas of democracy, the
institutional arrangements which they require and the conception
of citizenship which they support. Advocates of participatory
democracy argue that representative democracy inculcates
habits of passivity and subservience amongst its citizens who
are constrained to accept the authority of elites, specialists. and
political professionals to make decisions on their behalf, and
virtually excludes any direct input from themselves. The pioneer
of workplace democracy, the English socialist G 0 H Cole,
alluded to this passivity when he exclaimed that the main
problem in Britain was not poverty, it was slavery.

tn reply, advocates of representative government argue
that the idea of active citizenry has a totalitarian potential. that
it gives rise to unrealistic and potentially disruptive expectations
(Herman Eckstein), and that it is anyway impossible to establish
participatory processes in large and complex political
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communities like the nation state. Joseph Schumpeter argued
that the classical theory of democracy derived from the French
philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau was psychologically
implausible in that it left out of account or at least seriously
minimised, the role of leadership in formulating choices.
The common thread in theories of representative democracy is
that it provides a feasible way of securing government which is
responsive to, but not directly controlled by, the body of citizens,
somewhat on the analogy of actors in the market who observe
the way consumers behave but do not allow them to dictate
policy. The most extreme advocate of limited popular
participation Joseph Schumpeter argued that the electorate
should refrain from making any input into government aside from
voting: he even disapproved of Americans writing to their
senator.

POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES AND POLITICAL PROCESSES

In contrast to the theory of representative government,
the theory of participatory democracy upholds the positive value,
as well as the realistic possibility of continuous involvement of
citizens in making political choices and decisions. Where
theories of representative democracy emphasises the
consequences of electoral politics for policy makers and policies,
participatory theory is much more interested in political
processes and particularly the processes involved in the
development of citizenship.

POLITICAL EDUCATION

All theories of democratic participation are ultimately
about the political education of citizens. The two most important
classical advocates of participatory democracy are Rosseau and
the English liberal philosopher John Stuart Mill both insisted that
the main purpose of political participation was educational. For
Mill, the "merely business" aspect of government was less
important than "its role as a great influence acting on the human
mind", Political institutions had to be judged by the extent to
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which they promoted lithe general mental advancement of the
community, including ... advancement in intellect. in virtue and
in practical activity and efficiency. U Mill proposed that worker
participation in decisions affecting the workplace would equip
them with the political education required to participate in
national politics. This idea was taken over and developed by G
o H Cole and has had many practical applications such as the
Yugoslavian and Scandinavian experiments in worker
participation in industrial management. The educational value
of participation continues to be emphasised by contemporary
participation theorists like Bachrach, Botwininck and Barber.
John Stuart Mill did not dismiss the value of representative
institutions in complex societies. On the contrary, he recognised
that in large-scale society. representative institutions were
essential if democratic government were to be possible.
However. he asserted that unless citizens participated actively
at the local level of government. they would not acquire the
skills, competency and confidence - what has been termed
efficacy - to participate in national government. He saw the two
modes of democratic politics as being interdependent.

POLITICAL EFFICACY

The notion of political efficacy helps us understand why
some people make sure that their voices are heard, while other
enjoying the same formal political rights allow themselves to be
marginalised. Research on this subject suggest that Mill was
right - experience and practice in political activity has a
significant effect in extending people's confidence in themselves
as political actors, just as driving a car extends our confidence
in being able to drive a car. (This is why a sense of political
efficacy is stronger among political and social elites than among
the underclass). The valid insight in participatory theory was
that this sense of efficacy would be most Widely experienced
through participatory practices, while representative democracy
would inculcate a strong sense of efficacy only in a tiny minority
of representatives and political managers. The minority might be
able to meet the interests of the majority, but the majority would
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be effectively excluded from power. This has led contemporary
participatory theorists to pose a contradiction between
representative and participatory forms of democracy.

DOES PARTICIPATION RAISE CONSCIOUSNESS?

Participatory theory stressed that participation promoted
"selt-exploration and self-development by the citizenry", For
them representative theory conceived of democracy as merely
facilitating passively the expression of perceived interests, it did
not help citizens to discover their real interests. Some
contemporary theorists of participatory democracy suggest that
representative institutions reinforce the prevailing structure of
power in society. Participatory structures created opportunities
to challenge these by raising political consciousness to new
levels. Instead of being divorced from class struggle, the
experience of participation would expose the failure of welfare
state strategies to deal with the central problem of capital
society: the maldistribution of economic and political power.
Participation could lead to a new class struggle. They noted
however that workplace democracy in Germany and Sweden
may have strengthened the role of unions, but not the
participation of workers.'

I believe this view is misleading. Numerous studies of
worker participation have suggested that ordinary workers took
a keen interest in parochial matters. However, they were
apathetic about the larger issues affecting them, even when
there were avenues for participation. These findings have not
been disrupted by participation theorists.

Peter Bachrach and Ayreh Botwinick, Power and Empowennent - A
Radical Theory of Participatory Democracy, Philadelphia. 1993.
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REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT AND THE POWER
STRUCTURE

I believe is it also misleading to daim without qualification
as Bachrach and Botwinick have done, that representative
democratic institutions have reinforced the prevailing structures
of power in society. It is certainly true that representative
government has not significantly modified the structures of
power and privileges in the United States and Italy for instance,
where left is non..existent, weak or fragmented, or in Britain,
where the conservatives have historically competed with the left
in the provision of welfare. But the travails of the left in those
countries cannot be explained as a consequence of the strength
of representative institutions. (It would be more plausible to
explain these as a consequence of the weakness of
representative institutions, in so far as they can be explained in
terms of institutions).

In those countries. (notably the Scandinavian countries
until the late 19705) where trade unions and left wing parties
have exercised significant power over government policy through
representative institutions, there has been considerable
reduction in the degree of inequality. The instrument of that
process was the welfare state, disparaged by the
participati onists, and the tax regime. The crucial factor has been
strong socialist parties acting within a democratic framework,"

2
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POLITICAL ORGANISATION

Unked to this naive dismissal of the value of
representative institutions as vehicles for social and political
reform is the neglect in participation theory of the importance of
political organisation, particularly of socialist and social
democratic political parties and unions, in advancing working
class interests at regional. national and international levels. It is
positively mischievous to neglect the importance of the political
task to build powerful organisations capable of influencing
governments. In the real world of democracy, organised
numbers provide the most important countervailing power to the
organised power of wealth and privilege.

LOCAL POWER

Participation theory is sometimes romantic about local
and parochial political arenas in which citizens can directly
participate in political decision-making. Benjamin Barber's list
includes turning trash plots into urban farms, rehabilitating
derelict buildings as education or recreation centres, crime watch
organisations and the like. These obviously have some limited
value. What is missing however is any plausible argument for
suggesting that such activities could generate sufficient
consciousness or sense of political efficacy to broaden the
sphere. In any case power in local communities is deeply
ambiguous; while direct participation may more readily be
achieved at these levels, it is also true that local politics are
vulnerable to the tyranny of local elites. of patron-clientelism and
corruption, especially in very poor communities. A long history
of rural discontent in many parts of the world has made little
impact on these problems.

In sum, I believe that Paul Hirst was right when he
suggested that direct democracy should not be despised, but
that it should be recognised as a subordinate system of
government within a larger political whole.
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·NOTE ON THE RDP

The RDP policy documents were considerably influenced
by participation theory (though they recognise the value of
representative institutions). Thus the RDP was described as a
"people-driven processII a •• "Development is not about the
delivery of goods to a passive citizenry. It is about active
involvement and growing empowerment. II And aqaln, liThe RDP
requires fundamental changes in the way that policy is made
and programmes are implemented. Above all, the people
affected must participate in decision-making. Democratisation
must begin to transform both the state and civil society.
Democracy is not confined to periodic elections. It is rather, an
active process enabling everybody to contribute to reconstruction
and development 113

I am not sUfficiently familiar with the way the RDP is
working to jUdge whether it can successfully fulfil the promises
implicit in such formulations. But I believe that an understanding
of participatory theory. and a sense both of its strengths and
weaknesses, can help us reach an appreciation of where the
potential successes and failures of the RDP will lie in future. J

believe there are contradictions within the RDP, notably between
the intention on the one hand to bring about fundamental social
change and on the other to achieve social stability. But its main
weakness in the context of this paper lies in its failure to
articulate a coherent institutional framework for participation. It
expressed an active conception of citizenship and of its intention

3
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to bring about fundamental change, but is silent on the subject
of political machinery necessary to give effect to such a
conception. I cannot recall any reference to formal political
structures through which this active citizenship might take control
of the programme at any level. There is undoubtedly
consultation, both as an aspiration and a reality (though how
significant this is requires empirical study), but consultation falls
tar short of participation in decision-making.

The chapter on democratising the state in the RDP policy
document published before the April 1994 general elections
made reference to ideas of participatory democracy, but was
delightfully vague about institutionalising such a form of
democracy. I take this to be a serious omission because without
some fairly concrete institutional content such proposals seemed
to be most strongly to the idea of "representative democracy" at
the local level, which is the area which most participatory
theorists emphasise most strongly. There is a reference to a
"women's portfolio" at local government level with the power to
scrutinise budqets for gender implications. This was promising,
but not very clearly developed. In any case it fell short of
directly representing women's interests at the national level,
even though there is a model for this in the Nicaraguan
Constitution. 4

Secondly, some dilution in principle seem to have taken
place over the past year. The importance of worker participation
in participatory. theory has been noted. Accordingly it is
interesting that although the April 1994 RDP document paid
great attention to the working class movement, it did not discuss
worker participation. Instead it emphasised the importance of
the state for economic reform and development, and mentioned
nationalisation as a possib1estrategy. The idea of working class
action was eUdedonto that of state action. However subsequent

Cf Jules Lobel, The new Nicaraguan constitution: uniting participatory and
representative democracy, Monthly Review, 39 (7). December, 1987.
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white papers have diminished the initial focus on working class
power and retreated from nationalisation to prlvatisatlon."

5
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The RDP document published in April 1994 stressed the importance of
the working class movement; indeed it emphasised the role which
COSATU had played in formulating the ROP. It emphasised the "leading
and enabling role of the state ll in economic reform and development. It
mentioned nationaJisation as a possible strategy for reform.
Two white papers published in September and November 1994 accorded
less significance to the working class. The September White Paper
continued to stress the importance of the working class movement
Indeed it committed the RDP to ·safeguard and extend the gains the
workers had already won,- But it made no reference to nationalisation;
instead it referred to the scale of state assets as a means 01raising funds
for the RDP (an idea which originated in a statement by the chairman of
the Anglo-American Corporation.) References to the role of the state
were correspondingly muted. Interestingly theWhile Paper asserted the
need to attract foreign investment by Ilestablishing a climate of political
stabilityJ economicgrowth. and transparent stable and consistent policies,
A new version of the white paper was published in mid-November. It
dropped the passage referring to workers gains.



Speech by Mr. Alroy Dirks

POPULAR PARTICIPATION IN THE SHAPING AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF SOUTH AFRICA'S SMME STRATEGY

The policy areas of promoting small, medium and micro
enterprises (SMMEs) may have been one of the most striking
areas where the new government's fundamental principles
related to popular participation in policy shaping and
implementation could be applied and tested.

Need for radical changes in the approach to
government support

Although no reliable statistics are available, it is estimated
that there are about 800 000 small to medium enterprises in
existence in the country, absorbing about a quarter of the labour
force of 15 million people. This is in addition to about 3,5 million
people involved in the same or other type of survivalist
enterprise activities.

Even if one leaves out about a third of these SMMEs as
not needing direct support through public sector action, there is
still a vast number of support-seeking SMMEs

In the previous government state support for small
enterprises was extremely limited, being largely restricted to
annual grants to SBDC, a few university institutes focusing on
SMME research, training or advice and support channelled
through the (homeland) development corporation. Except for the
recognition of business associations the government took
virtually no steps in the past to mobilise SMME in order to enter
"help themselves" or to position themselves more effectively vis
a-vis public sector bodies. The provincial government had no
jurisdiction at all in these matters and central government (the
Department of Trade and Industry) did not have more than 2-3
people in one of the Chief Directorates who spent much of their
time on SMME matters.
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This neglect of any attempt at a national vision or
commitment with requests to SMMEs also made it impossible to
even attempt to bring about a mind change amongst public
sector and private sector decision makers.

STARTING A MOVEMENT IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION

About three years ago an increasing number of ANC
oriented academic and development researchers expressed the
need for a radical rethink in South Africa's approach towards its
SMME sector. In a series of position papers and workshops
these thoughts were debated at length with fundamental
principles like redistribution through SMME promotion, popular
participation and focused or targeted support filtering through the
discussion process.

When Trevor Manuel appointed Dr Alistair Ruiters almost
exactly twelve months ago as Special Advisor on Small
Business Promotion, this thinking became a part of the DTl's
small, flexible planning team. What is more, the Minister's
decision to call for a white paper as a basis for a new approach
to SMME support brought this thinking right into the centre of
discussions and policy planning. In fact the Minister announced
the intention to have a White Paper prepared at Nafcoc's Annual
Conference, as part of a speech in which he stressed his
willingness to listen to grassroot problems and needs and in
which he challenged the organisation to play an active part in
this process of policy and institutional transformation.

Discussions about the need for a new strategy for SMME
were just about taking off when after about ten weeks, at the
end of September 1994, the Ministry released without much
fanfare - a 49pp I'Discussion Paper" about IlStrategies for the
Development of an Integrated Policy and Support Programme
for Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises in South Africau

•

No attempts were made at that stage to propagate the
document or commit government to it. All the emphasis fell on
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the broadest possible debate of the Discussion Paper amongst
both formal and informal sector enterprises and small business
support agencies. During a period of up to three months no less
than BO-odd workshops, discussion groups and related meetings
were held in cooperation with the DTI-SMME team. The
Minister participated in many of them and the core group of
policy planners tried to have one of them present in virtually
every session.

Whilst mixed in the quality and "realism" of the points of
criticism about the Discussion Paper and alternative proposals,
these country-wide meetings had a crucial effect on the whole
process of policy shaping. It wasas close to popular
participation as one could hope for. Most of the participants left
the meeting much better informed about the issues, the scope
for public sector support and the complexity of interest groups.

It seems important at this stage to mention a criticism
which has surfaced frequently over the past months, many
workshop participants felt that the complex nature of the
document and its compact style made it virtually impossible to
have opened debate and to have real impact on the policy
shaping. The other side of the coin was the fact that thanks to
a fairly tight framework put forward in the document, it was
possible to have fairly structured discussions, even though most
of the participants were not experienced in policy research or
design.

Whilst the team was still working on the revision of the
strategy document. the outcome of the workshops suggested an
urgent need for a large national conference or convention centre
to bring together the different groups and focus them on key
support needs and support areas.

From White Paper to Durban Conference

The release of the White Paper at the end of January
1995 was once again a low-keyed affair. This in itself had



several reasons. Given the extremely tight budget it wasn't
possible to move forward with lucrative subsidy proposals - the
main message of the White Paper was the need for SMMEs to
rely on their own resources, to join forces with others in order to
help themselves.

Since the White Paper still had to pass all the phases of
cabinet and parliamentarian approval it was felt inappropriate to
push pUblicity at this stage.

With the Durban Conference just around the corner the
Ministry decided to once again emphasise the tentative nature
of the White Paper and the willingness to need further
adjustments.

With the White Paper document almost in "limboll for a
few weeks, the team prepared a further set of conference
papers, detailing the 10 key support areas that formed the
essence of the White Paper. Delegates were at the conference
presented with three documents (in addition to the White Paper)
viz. a set of explanatory input papers on 8 of those areas,
secondly a set of summary reports of 16 foreign input papers
contributed by foreign conferences invitees and, thirdly a very
detailed conference brochure.

Together these four documents constituted about 150
pages of reading material for each of the 2 000 conference
delegates. This approach and structure of the conference - two
half day plenaries.and two full days of 8 parallel streams who
each "ploughed" through all key support areas in 2-hour
sessions each.

If anything, the conference was a vast adult education
exercise, with the audience covering all parts of the country and
with the opening by the President, the closing by the Deputy
President and the virtually continued attendance of the Minister
of Trade and Industry making the whole exercise legitimate and
exciting for the delegates.
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The key to success at this stage seems to have been the
combination of popular participation in its extreme (the 2 000
delegates included the full range of SMME stakeholders from
high powered international academics to low keyed rural
entrepreneurs and informal traders) and intensive information,
explanation, discussion and resolution shaping.

The ambitiousness of this approach was revealed when
group leaders and presenters were compelled, after two days of
group sessions to distil all the comments and proposals into 8,
two page summaries, which were presented to plenary on the
final morning.

From Durban into Provinces

However impressive the Durban Conference may have
been, it was only one step along a path of popular participation.
The next hurdle was the active support of all 9 of the provinces
i.e. the governments (where little if any funding was available
through the 1995/1996 budget) and the provincial SMME
community.

This hurdle has by now been fairly effectively taken. The
main steps once again reflect the style of open popular
participation. the regional government representatives were
drawn into the process of shaping the new national SMME
support institutions (Chief Directorate, SBDA, NSBC, Wholesale
Finance Facility etc.)

A monthly newsletter forwarded to 2-3 000 people all over
the country tried to spread the message about the
implementation process taking shape.

The provinces each had to establish a Provincial Small
Business Council, which was seen as the bottom-up basis for
representation at a National Small Business Council; to do this
the provinces had to each hold a workshop with wide
representation.
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Once the NSBC and the provincial council is established,
the whole process will have reached transparency and
representativeness and there is a built-in momentum. The
Council members will be under pressure from their
constituencies and they in turn will put the provincial and
national institutions under pressure.

Between government support and the SMME self-help
If one looks at the size of the budget set aside for SMME
support in the 1995/1996 Central Government Budget (R180
million or 0.14 per cent of the BUdget). it is rather odd how much
publicity has been given to the whole sphere of SMME support.
In fact. whilst most interest groups in this sector probably hope
that public funding will increase rapidly over the next years.
there is also wide spread realisation that state funds are limited.

This brings us to what may be the greatest advantage of the
strategy of popular participation: it had brought literally
thousands of people, decision-makers, politicians, community
leaders and others ... in direct contact with the complexity of the
issues, the constraints of funds and the difficulty related to policy
shaping and implementation.

This has potentially a number of positive consequences:

• it can dampen expectations and the demands put
towards government;

• it can motivate people to help themselves and to
shift responsibilities from central government to
provincial and local government levels (where the
responsibilities are moving on a world-wide basis);
and

• and thirdly, it has contributed to the changing
mind set that we have experienced through out
South Africa with respect to SMMEs. From a
marginated group the entrepreneurs have moved
closer to centre-stage in many of the key
economic debates.
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These positive results are however. crucially dependent
on the quality of the inputs at the different workshops and
information processes. The risk is basic to the process of
popular participation. Unless, the participants are effectively
educated, sensitised and empowered to grasp what is at issue,
what is demanded from them and what the limits of government
are - unless all this happens and that message seeps through
the target groups, the process of popular participation has
distinct dangers.

It may be too early to judge the overall outcome of that
process in the case of SMME support. However, and thanks to
the upturn in the economy, the RDP and other stimulants - so
far, all the indications are there that the SMME sector will
respond positively to the challenges.
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Speech by Steve Nhlapo

I am Steve Nhlapo. I am a union organiser and a
political activist. I represent COSATU Wits region at the
Gauteng Education and Training Forum (GETF) and the
COSATU local in Alex. My main purpose today is to give a first
hand account of my experience as a unionist with the RDP. I
will use examples from Alex and GETF structures.

In my input I will cover three items:

1 Popular perceptions, misperceptions and
misgivings about the RDP;

2 Problems of defining stakeholders and
representation of constituencies;

3 and finally I will make a few suggestions:

1) First I will speak on popular perceptions,
misperceptions and misgivings about the
RDP

Township residents and workers see the RDP as the
programme for gaining control over more resources (unlocking)
and delivery of resources to end poverty and suffering. In
particular people see houses, jobs, clean water and basic
services as their priorities, but these basic needs do not exhaust
the demands of the people.

However we need to be clear that the masses do not
understand the finer details of the RDP. For example unionised
workers still believe nationalisation is in the RDP. So there are
still misrepresentations of the RDP as a radical programme.

Whatever the rnisperceptions of the RDP, people are still
believing in it. HoweverJ with the fight over the LRA Bill and
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privatisation workers are becoming increasingly sceptical that the
government is on their side. This scepticism is also obviously
rubbing off onto the RDP.

Therefore I would say that while people still believe in the
RDP, this is beginning to change into a direction of scepticism.
The RDP is in danger of becoming a dead letter, if there are no
clear moves in the near future.

2) Let me turn to question of defining RDP
stakeholders and representation

My first point is that most of the forums do not operate in
the spirit of the RDP which is supposed to be people-centred.
The first problem is that the people who are the primary
stakeholders are not in the forums. instead forums tend to be
dominated by better organised secondary stakeholders. In the
Gauteng Education Training Forum, NGOs dominate the forum
meetings. To illustrate this point I will give the meeting some
information. Examine the attendance list of the GETF. A quick
look at the list indicates the lop-sidedness of stakeholder
representation. You do not see COSAS, PTA's, SANCO has
one rep. The bulk are professional middle class people. The
point here is not to slam NGOs or diminish their role, but simply
to indicate that there are major problems with forums.

The point is that we need to distinguish between primary
and secondary stakeholders and their roles, if the idea of
people-centred development is to be retained. The people
should be defined as those who are directly affected and those
who have been denied basic selVices and economic and social
rights. The key challenge is that we have to find ways of
rebuilding mass organisations that are vibrant and accountable.
We also have to genuinely unlock resources otherwise
frustration will give way to apathy among the masses as we
have seen in local government registration.
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Secondly, debates within these forums are often about
trying to appease right wing agendas. rather than looking at real
development plans and ways of implementing such plans. For
example many in the Gauteng ETF argue for MODELC schools
and privatisation of education. We don't spend time looking at
the problem of schools in the townships. The end result is that
key organisations such as CaSAS no longer attend the GETF.

Another example of the problem of representation and
the poor state of some CDFs. its accountability and composition
is the Alex CDF.

More or less 10 people attend CDF meetings which are
held during a week-day. Cosatu is invited from time to time.
The majority of forum reps seem to be unemployed except for
civic reps who are full timers. The Civic (ACO), hostels and
shack dweller reps attend irregularly. Civic general meetings
and report-backs are not called regularly. There are two
competing civics. One civic (ACA) does not attend. There are
no functioning block committees, except for ANC local branches
in say for example Mahlangu block.

What is remarkable is how a few individuals tend to be on
all structures. If you went to an education meeting or a CDF or
an ANC or a SACP or civic meeting you will find the same
people. The situation is unhealthy given this monopoly of
representation enjoyed by a handful. This can lead to
corruption. These are probably also the people who will stand
in the local government election. The problem could be solved
if regular general meetings were held. if there were ways of
recalling leaders and if the issues were presented to people in
an accessible way. The problem of CDFs run by small groups
is that the RDPs image in the community suffers.

To round off I would like to make a few suggestions

1 Firstly, the practical meaning of popular
participation needs to be reinforced in all
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structures and by the RDP itself. Repeating a
slogan is not good enough. In practical terms,
genuine participation requires the following:

a elected, recallable local representatives on
forums;

b adequate information;
c enough time for full discussion;
d people must see that their basic interest is

at stake and that real delivery emerges
from their participation; and

e experts must play an technical and
advisory role and must simply show how
plans decided by the people can be
implemented.

A good example of grassroots democracy is that of
Parent Teacher Association (PTA) in Tembisa. The PTSA
nominated a panel of parents to act as an interviewing
committee for all new teachers and promotions coming into
Tembisa schools. The interviewing panel changes regularly.
The newly appointed teachers feel accountable to the
community they serve.

2 My second suggestion is about appropriate RDP
public interventions. A good example of an
inappropriate RDP intervention was environment
day in Alex. The minister arrived in Alex and
planted trees next to shacks. The shack dwellers
who did not have water to drink and washed in
the dirty Jukskei river did not understand how this
could be the RDP. Here it is a question of taps
not trees.

3 My third suggestion: The unions are well
positioned to playa key role in development.
Workers in Unions have a healthy organisation
tradition which involves: accountability, regular
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election of shop stewards, mandates and report
backs and a strong commitment to social equality.

Cosatu is not only in Nedlac. It has to be in all spheres
at all levels. Most workers are parents and they have limited
time to attend township meetings.

Lastly if we want to improve the economy of the country
through productivity, I believe workers should be involved in
decisions that will improve their standard of living. Improved
living conditions mean healthier, fitter workers who can make a
better contribution.
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Speech by Phillip Walker

PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY: Involving the Common
People the Eastern Transvaal Experience

INTRODUCTION

On behalf of the Eastern Transvaal RDP Planning Forum,
thank-you for the opportunity to address this meeting.

In this presentation I would like to use a description of the
process that has been undertaken in the Eastern Transvaal to
establish a unified civil society structure, as aa background to
highlight some of the high points as well as the contradictions
and problems that we have encountered.
The reason for a civil society structure or structures that can
interact with government is part of the political transformation
process, the "software" that is less visible and less tangible than
the more popular delivery "nardware'', but with a profound
sociopsychological implications. It is assisting people in their
own self-liberation, taking control of their existence.
In the case of the Eastern Transvaal, a consultative approach
began in September 1994, that culminated in the December with
the formation of a Provincial RDP Planning Forum with an
elected Interim Steering Committee. Following each workshop
a Consolidated Report was updated and distributed. This
process is by no means complete - nor should it be - and we
currently meet at provincial level about once every two to three
months.

At the start invitations were sent far and wide and
whoever arrived was welcomed. This tended to be activists) and
others who were gaining confidence to participate in the
conducive environment created under the new political
dispensation. Between September and December 1994, there
were about ten gruelling days of workshops. I cannot forget the
conclusion of one gruelling three-day workshop where we all had
bags under our eyes and a feeling of euphoria at what we had
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achieved, and the bonding amongst those of us that had
managed to last the distance. Each conference has attracted
new faces. which of course is positive and indicates that
information is being disseminated. but this has also meant
spending time re-canvassing old ground. It cannot be denied
that there were some who arrived expecting positions and jobs,
and when these were not forthcoming, went elsewhere.

ROLE OF THE RDP COMMISSIONS

The RDP Commission has been the initiator of this
process, which immediately raises the question "Can
government facilitate the formation of a civil society structure?"
Members of the commission have argued that as they are not a
government line department, and in theory they have a short
term existence. then they are relatively independent. While
there is truth in this, to the majority of the population they are
representatives of the government.

Personally I see no contradiction in this situationI given
that everything must start from somewhere and that the new
officials are fresh to government and come from an activist
background. Indeed, without the commission, there would
probably have been no meeting and there would not have been
the resources to get us to the stage that we are at. There is
always a danger, and there are historical precedents, that
movements of civil society can becometools of the government.
HoweverI even the commissions have indicated that as soon as
this new component of civil society can stand on its own feet
then it must become independent. The Commission serves as
an effective conduit between the Planning Forum and
government departments.

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES

Possibly the most important decision made was to form
the Reconstruction and Development Committees (ROC's) 
starting from the bottom and working up. I believe this is a
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national process!" with different names being used in different
areas.

For those unaware, ROC's are to be all inclusive
structures formed in every village or suburb of a town. By all
inclusive it is meant that every structure that exists in the village
and town mandates two delegates to participate in the ROC,
political parties, civics, women's organisations, lnduna's, the
water, health, education committees, stockvels and burial
societies, churches. youths etc. Other major role players such
as the unions, NGOs or business are granted sectoral
presentation. The ROC's are not to subsume structures, indeed
their grassroots representation is acknowledged, but to promote
one voice on development issues.

The village or town based ROCs will be known locally as
Community RDes. They elect representatives to form a local
ROC whose boundaries parallel local government, which in turn
elects representatives to a District RDC (there are seven districts
in the East Transvaal), which in turn elects representatives to a
Regional RDC (there are three in the Eastern Transvaal) which
in turn elects the provincial structure. Already one can see there
are many tiers, and currently it is being discussed to abolish the
district level and to have the Regional RDCs go as a complete
entity to the Provincial Forum, which in effect means that the
Local RDC elects the provincial representation.

So far, almost three hundred RDCs have been formed.
In this regard I cannot understand the effect of the consultative
process. The areas most successful in forming RDCs are those
where the facilitators have been people who went through the
whole consultative process, understand and feel part of the
policy agreements and so possess a willingness and ability to go
out and form ROC's. Taking our lesson back to the communities
has promoted a similar response.

The result of the formation of the ROes has been to
drastically change the composition of the Provincial Planning
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Forum. Because a bottom-up approach has been adopted,
Planning Forums this year have been dominated by
representatives of the common people. Attendance is averaging
250-300 people at each conference. These representatives are
finding a platform to air their opinions, but at this stage. are
more seeking knowledge than providing direction.
A NGO Council and a Council of Resource Providers have been
established. The NGO council is operating effectively. although
the functional level of the Council of Resources is mute. Both
are part of the Planning Forum. Recognition must be given to
those NGOs who assigned or allowed employees to attend
conferences and to work on the formation of ROCs. The skills
and resources these NGOs have provided have been an
invaluable asset. The Project Preparation Facility is up and
running with civil society representation elected by and
answerable to the Planning Forum.

WHAT IS THE ROLE FOR CIVIL SOCIETY?

In a democratic society, the authority of government
directly elected by all eligible citizens, is and must be supreme.
Civil society cannot substitute for governance. There is a good
reason to have one structure representing all the components of
civil society. It helps promote a common identity. It ensures
that no body is left out of the decision making process. Is
assists fundars and government line departments in determining
exactly what the community priorities are and who they should
relate to. It should be speeding up the process of development
delivery. It insists that people become involved.
Our Consolidate Report contains a list of "Functions and
Objectives" for Planning Forum, the main points being to:
i) develop an effective institutional set-up for civil society to
impact on the RDP
ii) to formulate principles for linkage between civil society and
government and operate this liaison, and
iii) assist in needs prioritisation, resource identification and
implementation and monitoring of RDP projects.
A separate list for the Community and Local ROC's has been
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drafted. Some of the objectives have been achieved, some are
currently being undertaken, some remain statements of intent.
The list is regularly revisited.

ROC's AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

At the local government level. contradictions in the
relationship between civil society (RDCs) and statutory authority
have emerged. Obviously there needs to be a close working
relationship between the two bodies, and the level of the
relationship currently varies in different areas. Recently draft
guidelines have been prepared, stipulating the independence
and equality of each, the mechanisms of cooperation,
attendance at each others meetings. how the local RDP Co
ordinators will be appointed and function. These are still being
full debated, but we are addressing the question.
Strictly speaking RDes should not be political bodies. This is a
misnomer. Development is the most political issue in the
country. but this does not mean it should be politicised. There
is evidence that some potential local government candidates are
using the RDCs as a canvassing platform. On the other hand,
I know of several development activists who refuse to
contemplate standing for local government and orient instead to
the ROes.

With this in mind, recent suggestions of amending the
Local Government Transition Act to negate election of a fUlly
representative local government in remaining areas particularly
rural areas are problematic. Apart from a variety of other
reasons, it wiH lead to competition between RDCs and appointed
representatives as to who claim popular support and authority.

PARTICIPATION COSTS MONEY

The normal people in society, the ones who are meant to
be the main recipients of the RDP. do not have the money to
payfor their participation. Neither do they have the telephones,
faxes. e mail. and conference connections - although the size of
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some of the travel claims that have been lodged suggest that it
is possibly cheaper to provide that. If popular participation is not
be the preserve of the academic, the intellectual, the
development professional, or those with the money and time to
participate then it has to be paid for.
The Consultative Approach has not been cheap. Some cynics
suggest that it should be spent of "development", as if social
emancipation is not development.

THE CAPACITY QUESTION

The engineering companies that want to install water
pipes, or build schools and houses, are a dime a dozen; social
facilitators who are prepared to work the intangible through with
a community are a very rare species. Assisting ROes to
prioritise their needs, to complete funding applications, to run
meetings and keep minutes, etc. is a long process. Establishing
a framework for communities to actively engage with
government is one thing, allowing them time to develop the
confidence to do so is something else.

"Capacity" is a never-ending process - life is a learning
curve - and it cannot be built in a void. It must be interlinked
with development and there is a danger that ROes will start to
dissipate unless they soon gain concrete projects to relate to.
By way of example of how this can be done is the Provincial
Bushbuckridge Water Board which is an RDP Presidential Lead
Project. It is linked to the construction of Inyaka Dam. The
main government agency is the Department of Water Affairs and
Forestry, although other bodies such as the RDP Commission,
Ministry of Local Government and the TLCs and the Ministry of
Public Works are involved. The Local ROes are the primary
community representation, determining representation onto the
Project Steering Committee. They receive report backs and are
(or will be) involved in issues such as appointment of the
implementing agent, determining employment principles,
dissemination of information, etc. This is itself empowering the
participants. Additionally training programmes are being put in
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place, from how to run a meeting, to accurately collecting the
necessary data. Through being involved in an actual project,
their interest is maintained as their capacity is being built, a dam
is being constructed and a water board is being established.
This is a combined effort by civil society and government in
delivering the RDP and establishing a new statutory authority.

CONCLUSION

Establishing a unified civil society structure has taken
longer than expected. Some of our time frames were optimistic,
to say the least. Attendance at RDC/RDP type meetings
remains high. where other development-type meetings have
fluctuating attendance - which indicates a possible degree of
meeting overload, that expectations in the RDP remain high, a
shift in the survival strategy of the common people.
Most recently we are seeing the possibility of a merger between
development fora, that formed during February 1990 and April
27 1994) period and RDCs. In some local situations, this
situation is well advanced. The development fora faces a
precarious shifting due to changes in the political environment
and funders shifting criteria. The fora offer the RDC's
experience, expertise, and often resources. For their part, the
RDes have the most broadly based constituency and official
recognition. A merger between two such partners increases
their strength and effectiveness.

At provincial level discussions have recently opened
between the Planning Forum and the Regional Economic
Development Forum. Should these discussions be successful,
then it will mean inclusion of two significant role players 
organised business and COSATU - a restructuring of the
Planning Forum, access to resources for day-to-day functioning,
a major step forward in establishing one unified civil society
structure.
Social movements tend to have peaks and ebbs. The formation
of a unified structure for civil society is an attempt to maintain a
peak and have it going in a positive direction. In this regard, a
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structure must remain open and flexible. If a unified civil society
structure becomes simple just another bureaucratic solution,
then it will lose support and meaning and the population will find
other solutions. It is too early to reach a final conclusion, but we
are optimistic that we are on the right track.
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Speech by George Door

According to the Reconstruction and Development
Programme (RDP) "Development is not about the delivery of
goods to a passive citizenry. It is about active involvement and
growing empowerment. II Development is a people-driven
process.

"The central objective of our RDP is to improve the
quality of life ... Through a process of empowerment which
gives the poor control over their lives and increases their ability
to mobilise sufficient development resources. II

The report of the commission puts forward some initial
thinking on what needs to be done to ensure that communities
are able to mobilise resources in a way that makes development
people-driven. It is based on the understanding that we require
a total reversal of the way resources are distributed, in order to
change the present-day developer-driven, institution-led, top
down development to community driven development.
In the past, resources were controlled by the government and
development agencies, whose first priorities were private profit
and making apartheid work. Development and the poor were
secondary considerations. Funding allegedly meant to help
poorer black people went to private developers and to prop up
apartheid institutions such as local authorities and bantustan
governments.

Community driven development will only occur when
communities have control of funds. This is not easy. There are
no glib answers and we do not suggest any. But the evidence
here and abroad is that communities can use funds more
efficiently and effectively than development agencies with
bloated and overpaid bureaucracies.

Big development agencies and smaller non-government
development agencies admitted to this commission that they
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made huge mistakes and wasted large amounts of money, but
they dismissed this as inevitable and part of the learning
process. Howevert when community groups waster much
smaller sums, it is given as evidence of corruption,
incompetence, stupidity and a general inability to run their own
affairs.

People-driven development requires that communities,
rather than aid bureaucrats, make the mistakes and do the
learning. And the evidence is that communities make cheaper
mistakes and learn faster than development agencies.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FORUMS

Communities need to develop the necessary
organisations to ensure that development takes place.
We consider a "community" to be a geographically defined set
of people who are few enough in number for direct democracy
meetings and assemblies - to be practical. Thus, a community
will be one or two urban neighbourhoods, a small town of
township, or a few nearby villages.

Communities are never homogenous or unified.
Inevitably, different people will have different interests. So, if
community groups are to carry out development activities
effectively, they must be broadly representative of all the
disadvantaged people in the community and represent the
community on development issues.
Most communities already have a range of community groups:
civics, stokvels, church groups, etc.. These can be the start for
organising community based development.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FACILITATORS

We suggest that a corps of Community Development
Facilitators (CDFS) be established as a matter of priority. They
would be expected to come to the assistance of the community
and facilitate the process of establishing a representative forum.
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The CDF would spend as much time as necessary with an initial
committee or civic, and should have access to small amounts of
money, say up to R500, which could be given to the committee
to defer initial expenses.

The initial committee would organise a series of public
meetings to establish the need for a forum, decide on the
composition of the forum, elect members onto the forum, and
decide on the development priorities for the area. The Forum
would need to present itself to the community for approval, and
thereafter, hold regular meetings, at least once a year and
whenever there was a controversial decision to be taken.
We call for the forums to register with the government authority,
possibly the Administrator of the Province or a Registrar of
Community Development Forums. To register, a Forum would
need to show that it was genuinely representative of all interests
in the community. The necessary meetings and elections would
need to have been held, and women would have to constitute
half the members of the forum.

Once registered, the Forum would have the right to
government capacity building finance to help it establish a
Community Based Development Organisation (CeDO) which
would then have preferential access to development finance.
The forum would have a number of roles. First, it would speak
for the community on development issues. It would be the main
contact point for local and regional government.

Under the new constitution, provincial and local
government and their agencies will be responsible for providing
basic services, education, health care, water, sewerage, roads,
police, fire protection. rubbish collections and other services.
Funding for these services was seen as normal government
finance paid for by taxes when it was white people, but as
"development" finance in the form of loans from development
agencies, to be repaid by communities when it was for black
people.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Neither development agencies, nor communities will need
to do this any longer. Government cannot throw the
responsibility for service provision onto community groups.
There can be no question of asking local communities to build
schools, maintain buildings, or pay for teachers. This is the role
of local government. Citizens should receive these services as
a right, they do not have to form committees, do some of the
work, or make voluntary contributions.

On the other hand, community groups are expected to
have a major say in what local governments do in their areas.
They should be able to playas active a role as they wish. The
FORUM would help choose the site for a new primary school, or
health care centre, discuss road plans, and consider proposed
new developments. It would play a key role in setting
development priorities.

Democratic local government has the responsibility to
allocate resources nearly throughout the entire rural area, town
or city. Community groups have the role of demanding
improved services, new schools, better roads and so on, for their
own area. Thus, all over the world, there is a permanent tension
between local government and community groups, and this will
occur here as well. It is a healthy part of the normal democratic
process.

However. we insist, that local government is responsible
for basic services. This cannot be conditional on any form of
community organisation. Rubbish must be collected whether or
not there is a forum. schools cannot require that parents form a
committee.
In reality, though, it may take several years before some of the
new local governments are able to fulfil their role. Thus, in
practice, communities may in the short time have to do some of
the things that local government is supposed to do. In terms of
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housing, we would like to see local government as the provider,
but in the coming few years it is unlikely to build many units.
Instead, communities will playa central role in building houses.
Communities will also have to take the lead in developing
facilities such as community halls and creches. In rural areas.
communities will need to tackle land and their water needs.

COMMUNITY BASED DEVELOPMENT ORGANISATIONS

The Forum will have a critical role to play in these areas
of activity. It should begin work on a priority development
project, such as housing or water. Experience shows that a
concrete project is needed to build organisation. The forum
should also look to other development projects, such as creches
or support for local employment opportunities.
As part of this, the Forum should set up a eBOC which must be
in a position to hold land, be given grants, sign contracts with
builders, and playa financial role. Again, members must be
accountable to the community, there must be elections, and half
the members must be women. But there should be fewer
political representatives and more people with practical
development, construction and business skills.

The Forum is a policy making body, the eeoa is an
implementing body. The eeDC reports to the Forum.

CBDOs should be given the basis for local housing
construction and other projects such as building community halls
and creches. Communities must control the funds available for
development, the government must give this money to
communities, not developers or gatekeepers. The CBDOs
should receive the interim housing subsidy and money from
government RDP structures. They should be given priority for
government owned land.

They should receive assistance in assessing these funds.
A further role of the Community Development Facilitator is to
facilitate the linkages between the representative community
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structures, namely the FORUM and CBDO, and the new
government structures responsible for funding development.

CAPACITY BUILDING FINANCE

One effect of apartheid has been that many people feel
disempowered that they have no right and no ability to control
their own lives and environment. It requires time, organisation
and money for communities to gain confidence, experience and
the capacity to organise. Even well organised communities will
require finance to hire a local co-ordinator and for training in
basic skills such as bookkeeping.

According to the RDP "beneficiary communities should be
involved at all levels of decision-making and in the
implementation of their projects. key to such participation is
capacity building, and funds for community-based organisations
must be made available."

Capacity building finance requires a lot more than a few
visits and a few workshops. It includes systematic training in
management, financial control and bookkeeping skills. It entails
support and training which continues after the construction is
done to ensure that maintenance skills are learned. Finally, it
requires time, as people gain experience and learn to take
control of their own development.

Capacity building costs will probably be at least 5-10 per
cent of the cost of actual physical works of large capital projects,
and up to 25 per cent of smaller projects.

Capacity building finance must be seen as essential and
as a right not as a form of charity. Mechanisms must be created
quickly to define and allocate it.

This is not the only model of community organisation for
development. The wide variety of communities can there can be
no single model. The ideas set out above should be seen as a
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contribution to the debate and need to be the subject of further
research.

The detailed report also investigates and makes
recommendations on the government structures required to
make the necessary finance available to communities. On this
basis, it makes suggestions as to the future of the development
agencies such as the DBSA, lOT and SAHT.
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ANNEX II

PROGRAMME

Saturday, July 08, 1995

Registration

Session I Plenary: Overview of Current Experiences
of Popular Participation in
Reconstruction and Development
Programme

Keynote Address
Mr. Frank Meintjies
RDP National Office

REPORT FROM EASTERN TRANSVAAL LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT FORUM

Mr. Phillip Walker
Interim Steering Committee
RDP Planning Forum Eastern Transvaal
NGO: NETHWORC • Bushbuckridge

Tea/Coffee Break
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NUMSA LOCAL - GAUTENG REGION

Mr. Steve Nhlapo
NUMSA Alexander Branch

Discussion

Lunch

RDP COMMISSION WESTERN CAPE

Lucky Montana
RDP Commission Western Cape

REPORT ON THE PRESIDENT'S CONFERENCE

Mr. Alroy Dirks
Department of Trade and Industry

Tea Break

Session II Small Group Discussions

Commissions discuss key problem areas and
recommendations. Write up deliberations for "art galleryll
display (Workshop Steering Committee summarises
these into a set of recommendations for tabling on Day
2)

Sunday, 9 JUly, 1995

Session II continued Small Groups Report Back
Art Gallery walk - participants read displayed reports
from commissions
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Session III Discussion of Representation of People's
Organization on RDP

INPUT ON POPULAR PARTICIPATION AND FORMS
OF DEMOCRACY

Prof. Alf Stadler
Head of The University of the Witwatersrand
Political Studies Department and member of the
IFAA board

Discussion

SESSION IV Panel Discussion

TOPIC: HOW ARE RESOURCES ALLOCATED?/
HOW SHOULD RESOURCES BE ALLOCATED?

Discussant: Dr. Fred Obeng
University of the Witwatersrand Economics
Department and member of the IFAA Board

HOUR VIEW ON POPULAR PARTICIPATION"

Frank Meinijies
RDP National Office

·WHAT COMMUNITY-DRIVEN MEANS TO US·

Mr. George Door
SANCa
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Discussion

PRESENTATION OF COMMISSION
RECOMMENDATIONS

Mr. Frank Meinijies
RDP National Office

IV CONCLUSION: THE WAY FORWARD

Lunch
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List of Participants

Phillip Walker
Interim Steering Committee RDP
Planning Forum Eastern Transvaal

Steve Nlapho
Cosatu Alex Local, Gauteng
Gauteng, South Africa

Lucky Montana
RDP Commission Western Cape
Western cape, South Africa

Alroy Dirks
Department of Trade and Industry
Pretoria, South Africa

Alf Stadler
Department of Political Studies,
University of the Witwatersrand.
Gauteng, South Africa

Fred Obeng
Department of Economics,
University of the Witwatersrand
Gauteng, South Africa

Indarin Govender
ADP Gauteng Core Group
Gauteng, South Africa

Pascal Moloi
ADP National Office
Gauteng, South Africa

George Door
SANCO National
Gauteng, South Africa
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Elleck Nchabaleng
RDP Commission Northern
Transvaal
Northern Transvaal, South Africa

Sunnyboy Maphanga
RDP Commission Eastern Transvaal
Eastern Transvaal, South Africa

Nomwla Masango
ADP Commission North West
North West. South Africa

Vincent Mothibi
RDP Planning Forum Northern Cape
Northern cape, South Africa

Mongezi MaqubeJa
Eastern Services Council,
Germiston
Gauteng, South Africa

Councillor Danny Kekana
Soweto MSS
Gauteng, South Africa
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Gauteng, South Africa

Thabo Makweya
ADP Commission Northern Cape
Northern cape. South Africa

Dan Mohapi
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Ben Turok
Institute for African Alternatives,
National MP
Western cape, South Africa

Peter Benjamin
RDP Gauteng Core Group
Gauteng, South Africa

Kirsten Harrison
Institute for African Alternatives
Gauteng, South Africa

Frank Meintjies
RDP National Office
Gauteng, South Africa

G Demeke
United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

Mosadi Machaba
SA Red Cross Society
Gauteng, South Africa

Prince Morare
SA Red Cross Society
Gauteng, South Africa
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Institute for African Alternatives
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Gauteng I South Africa

Thabo Mokoena
Ernst & Young
Gauteng, South Africa
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Institute for African Alternatives
Gauteng, South Africa
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NGR RDP Forum
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RDP Commission Eastern Transvaal
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RDP Forum, Katorus
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List of Documents

1 Proposed Institutional Framework for Public Consultation
on the Development of the Western Cape Province

2 Participatory Democracy

3 Participatory Democracy Involving the Common People:
The East Transvaal Experience -
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Populi" Pattie/pat/on Workshop SMles (Contd.)

9. Regional WOflcshop on Dllvelopmert CommunIcsIion In Support of Effective
Popular Participation In the Developmen: Process

10. Strengthening the Capacity of PopUar Dewlopment Organization to Effectively
Make Contribl1ions III and InftuellCll the Policy Making Process in The Gambia

11. National Training Workshop on PopIAar Partidpallon in Development In Nigeria:
How Can Popular Dewlopmert Organizallons become 1TlO(& Effective in
influencing Pelley Making? .

12. Aeporl of the Workshop on the Role of PopUIir Participation in Local Develop
ment in Egypt

13. OATUUjECMLO Seminar on Democracy and PopUlar Participation for Afrlcan
Trade Union Leaders .

14. Sympoalum on Interlace, Dialogue and Cooperation Between
Govemment and NGOs for Popthr Participation in National
ReconstructIon and Development· Kigali, Rwanda

15. Training Woricshop on Popular Participation in OeIIeIopment in Ni~eria

How Can Popular Developmert Organisations Become More Effective
in Infl~ng Policy-Making? - Ijebo-Ode, Nigeria

16. NalionaI Policy Woricshop on Unkage between Relief and Development
Kigali,Rwanda

17. St&Regionai Training WOfkshop on Participatory Development Methods
Harare, Zimbabwe

18. National Workshop on Women: Constltutionallsm in Ethiopia

19, Workshop on PopUlarParticipation and Economic
Empowerment: Training of Trainers of Women Groups in Food
.Processlng for Income Generation in Nigeria

PtI"'clpalOI)' DttvBlopment Trtllnlng Ifanuals series

1. Communication for Participatacy Development
A Training ManuaJ

2. Indigenous NGOs and CommunityFood Self-Sufficiency
A Training ManuaJ

3. Project Development Methods
A Training ManuaJ

4. Poverty Allevialion and EnvironmertaJ Conservation
A Training Manual

S. Definition, Role and Significance of Development Support Commlllieation for
Effectrve P&I1icipation in the Development Process
A Training Manual

Popultlr Pllltlcipatlon Htlndbo..olc S"'/es

f. Planning Communication Support for Rural Delllllopmenf C8Jt1paign



PHSO'. Publication. on Popular P.rtlc/~Uon In Devlllopment

1. Ass_ment of Popular Participltion in the FonnUalion and Implementation of
Development Policies~ Programme: A Case Study of Namibia

2. Assessment of PoplAar Participation in the FormtJalion and Implementation of
Development Policies and Programme: A Case Study of Uganda

3. How Peoples Organizalions and Non-gollerM1ental Agencies can Influence Policy

ttwough Research Lobbying and Ad\lOCllC'f

4. Underlining Principles for Enhanced Dialogue, Co-operalion and Interface between
Governments and Peoples' Organizalions

5 . AssllSSmeni of Popular Particlpalion in the FonmJalion and Implementation of
Development PoIicillll and Progra_: A Cue Study of The Gambia

6. Assessrnent of PopLJar Participation in the FormlJaIion and Implementation of
Development Policies and Progrllll\lM8: A Case Study of Ethiopia

7. A Code of Practlce for the NGO Sector in Afric:a

8. Powit'( Alleviation and Women's Participation
National Wor1cahop on Women: Co";tutionalism in Ethiopia

9. Women and Constitutional Rights
National Workshop on Women: ConstiMionalism in Ethiopia

PopuiBr Participation Woruhop Series

1. Enhancing, Dialogue Cooperation and Interface Between the Government and
Popular Development Organialions in Uganda

2. SlIlt..".n1 of the' EGA, FAVOO and PAC Roundtable on Cooperallon and
Partnef'6hlp for African Development

3. Erl'enclng Dialogue, Co-operation and Inlerface be~ the Government and
Popular Development Organizations in Namibia

4. Strengthening the Capadty of PoptJar Development Organizaljons to Eff8ctillely

Make Conlrib.l1ions to and Influence the Policy Making Process in Uganda

5. Training Progranvna on PopUQf P8I1icipaIory Development Methods

6. Enhanoing Dialogue, Co-operation and Interface between the Government and
PoptJar DlMllopment Organizations
in The Gambia

7. lhe Role of PopUlar Development Organization in Sustainable Development In

Ghana

8. The Role of People's Organizations in Sodo·Economic Development in EgVpt
(Arabic)
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